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Revised concert policy
takes effect immediately
Dr Richard Eakin. vice provost at
student affairs, said yesterday the University concert policy released
Wednesday takes effect immediately
He said the policy was written after
consultation with other campus
administrators and representatives
from the Student Affairs staff; the
Student Body Organisation (SBO); the
Union Activities Organisation (UAO):
Karma, drug counseling center; the
BG Student Co-op. and Pi Kappa Alpha
social fraternity.
According to the statement, members of the University community and
guests are expected to comply with
federal, state and local laws when
attending on-campus University
events

Water
painting

H.wiph.l.kT Cart Sold
Th. library'* (taps and guardrails appear to quiver at their image n mirrored
in one of the many puddles formed after yesterday's downpour.

SMOKING AND the use of alcoholic
beverages are prohibited at events in
Anderson Arena. Smoking is permitted
in the hallways of Memorial Hall,
unless otherwise posted, it stated.
Student groups sponsoring events
open to the public will be required to
provide student marshals.
The number of marshals needed will
be determined by Dr Eakin; Dale
Shaffer, director of Campus Safety;

McCord's testimony disputed
WASHINGTON (AP) - The lawyer
who represented James W. McCord Jr.
at the Watergate trial testified yesterday be never suggested that McCord
should blame the Central Intelligence
Agency (CIA) for the break in at Democratic party headquarters
In a one and one-half hour appearance before the Senate Watergate
committee, Gerald Alch angrily
accused hit former client of making
allegations against him that are "in
some instances completely false and in
other instances have been twisted out
of context into untruths'' to serve some
unknown purpose
"What kind of man is this'''' Alch
said be asked himself after McCord
accused him last Friday of pressing the
CIA defense
ALCH OUTLINED a relationship
that ranged from effusive praise to
unanswered telephone calls and finally
replacement after McCord's conspiracy-burglary wiretap
conviction
with attorney Bernard W Fensterwald
Jr., representing him.
And, with Fensterwald sitting a few
rows behind him. Alch quoted Fensterwald as say ing at one point:
"We're going after the President of
the United States
Earlier, the senators beard two
former White House employees say
they knew they were breaking the law
by relaying executive clemency offers
to McCord in the midst of the trial.
John J. Caulfield said be was spurred
on in the belief that President Nixon
had made the offer.
BUT ALCH said be was totally ignorant of it if such offers were made.
McCord bad said he received executive clemency offers repeatedly, from
Caulfield and feUow Watergate defendant E Howard Hunt-dating back to
September 1972.

McCord was in the hearing room
during part of the time Alch was
reading his statement, then retired to a
stairwell to read a copy.
Fensterwald approached chairman
Sam J Ervin (D-N.C.) when the
committee recessed for the day and
asked that be and McCord be permitted
to testify this morning in response.
Alch said McCord wanted to base his
defense on the fact that as security
chief of the Committee for the Re-election of the President be was after information about groups planning potentially violent demonstrations.
HE SAID McCord mailed him
clippings and memoranda along that
line constantly as be prepared for the
trial.
Alch said be planned to use "the defense of duress -which holds that an
illegal act can be condoned if it prevents a greater harm and said flatly
that McCord's assertions be wanted to
blame the operation on the CIA was
' 'absurd and completely untrue.''

"At no time did I suggest to Mr.
McCord that the so-called CIA defense
be utilised, for the defense of "duress
had already been agreed upon." Alch
said.
"I merely asked him whether or not
there was a factual basis for this
contention." Alch said.
"Mr. McCord's allegation that I announced my ability to forge his CIA
personnel records with the cooperation

of then acting CIA Director James R.
Schlesinger. is absurd and completely
untrue ..No such statement was ever
made
Caulfield told the committee be had
no personal knowledge that the offer of
executive clemency to McCord had
come from President Nixon. Nixon
reiterated Tuesday he made no such
authorization

and representatives from the student
group sponsoring the event
Dr Eakin suggested in cases where
it is necessary for student marshals to
remind someone of the regulations, the
reminder be "a polite but firm request ."
He said it may be necessary to use a
visual reminder, such as a flashlight
beam
Campus Safety officers also will be
available for assistance in maintaining
law and safety standards
If student marshals prove insufficient in gaining cooperation of those
attending, sponsors of later concerts
will be required to employ additional
unarmed security personnel, it stated
CAMPUS SAFETY officers and the
additional personnel will be empowered to arrest or remove persons
who violate the policy.
Dr. Eakin said the officers must use
their own judgment in enforcing the
law. "In any setting. I can't direct the
officer to do anything other than what
be feels he is supposed to do." be said.
"But I would nope that a warning
would be sufficient.''
The statement also said the sponsor
must inform all purchasers of tickets
at the time of purchase of the concert
policy
The ticket buyer also must be informed of the possibility of arrest or
removal from the concert, should an
individual violate the policy.
CONTINUED DISREGARD for
University safety regulations and/or
federal, state and local laws by those
attending University concerts may
result in restriction of such events,
according to the statement.
"I'm not sure you can point to any
one thing as being the most important
factor in determining whether concerts
will be discontinued." he said. "It will

have to be baaed on the general conduct at the concert."
Dr. Eakin said he hopes the policy
will apply to athletic events in Anderson Arena and the stadium, although
enforcement probably will not be as
strict
"I can't direct administrators of
other programs at the University to
have student marshals." be said.
BILL ARNOLD, SBO president, said
he thinks the policy was established in
the students' best interest "Dr. Eakin
weighed all the alternatives and has
developed a policy that will be as fair
to all parties as possible.
"With the alternatives that have
been presented to us. student marshals
appear to be the ieast offensive way to
handle the problem ''
However. Arnold said be thinks student marshals may be put in an awkward position
DR. MARVIN Kumler. director of
counseling services for Karma,
declined to release a statement of
Karma's viewpoint, but indicated he
will ask Karma's board of directors to
respond to the policy as soon as possible
Spokesmen for UAO and Larry
Whiteleather. SBO coordinator of cultural affairs and chairman of Cultural
lloost. refused to comment.
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Academics-top budget priority
ByBarhBracker
Staff Writer
The University Budget Council
recommended yesterday that any additional funds from the state be allocated
to the operating budgets of academic
areas.
The University may receive $300,000-

Three students assailed
Three students were robbed, bound and gagged at gunpoint in their rooms
Harshman Quadrangle early yesterday morning.
One of the students was reportedly injured when be was struck with a gun.
Police said he did not require medical treatment.
Campus Safety said the incident occurred at about 3:30 a.m. when two men
armed with pistols knocked on a door and forced their way into the room.
The pair reportedly then bound and gagged one of the residents and forced
the other to put stereo equipment, clothing and personal belongings Into an
empty pillow case. He was then bound and gagged, and the telephone was
ripped out of the wall.
The two then reportedly left the room and gained entry to a nearby room in
the same manner Police said the resident of that room was then robbed,
bound and gagged.
Campus Safety refused to release any other details about the incident.
Names of the victims are being withheld pending notification of their parents,
police said.
An investigation is underway, police said.

$900,000 more from the state than it
had originally anticipated. In April,
Gov. John J. GUIigan announced the
state will receive additional revenue,
part of which has been earmarked for
state universities.
The recommendation, made by Dr.
Karl Vogt. dean of the College of Business Administration, proposed that up
to $135,000 of the available funds be
used to partially restore cuts made in
the operating budgets of the three
undergraduate colleges, the School of
Music and the Graduate School.
About $145,000 would be needed to
restore the operating budgets of these
areas to this year's level. Dr. Vogt said
should additional funds become available, he will ask that academic areas
again receive top priority.
THE COUNCIL did not vote on the
distribution of funds to the operating
budgets of non-academic or noninstructional areas. Instead, it opted to
wait for word on Gov. Gilligan's budget
for higher education before specifying
sums.
These area? include Student Affairs,
computational services, University
broadcasting interests, the Library,

the minority affairs program, the
environmental studies program and the
Office of Experimental Studies
The Council briefly discussed the
distribution of money earmarked for
University salaries, and elected to
leave the channeling process up to
administrators of each University unit.
According to Dr. Vogt, one and onehalf per cent of current faculty salaries
will be returned to the units for redistribution. Deletion of some faculty
positions and other cutbacks account
for the money tagged for redistribution.
IN OTHER ACTION, the Council
considered a proposal made by Arthur
Howard, professor of performance
studies, and Dr. James Kennedy,
director of the School of Music. The

proposal asked that the University
enter into a joint agreement with the
Maumee Valley Country Day School to
hire a stringed instrument specialist
for both institutions.
Howard said the program would be
mutually beneficial because neither
school could afford to hire such an
instructor on a full-time basis. He said
two people have donated enough money
to Maumee Valley Country Day School
to fund their part of the program.
Howard asked Budget Council to
recommend allocation of the funds
needed to hire the instructor on a parttime basis at the University.
The Council put the proposal on the
list of new programs for funding and
suggested that Howard ask Dr.
Michael Ferrari, acting provost, about
hiring the instructor.

Crew to repair space station

Astronauts ready for launch
CAPE KENNEDY. Fla. (AP) Parts and crew for the first space salvage mission came together here yesterday as the countdown moved
smoothly toward a launch tomorrow of
the trouble-shooting Skylab 1 astronauts
Astronauts Charles Conrad Jr., Dr.
Joseph P. Kerwln and Paul J. Weitx
passed a launcb minus- two days medical ntim'"''"'* and then received

briefings on the repair job they will try
to do on the crippled Skylab space station, orbiting 272 miles above the
earth.
Tools, materials improvised sunshades designed to rescue the overheated Skylab from failure began arriving at Cape Kennedy from the space
agency's other centers.
The star device of the space patch
job is an umbrella-shaped shade

Inside the News...
• •np.sots t. as t a With a Hussion ttudio. program and an
undorgraduat. major program in art htttory woro approved yoitorday
by Acodomk Cvuncfl. For mor. information, m pog* throo
• Honry A. Kissing** said yottorday in Paris ho and Hanoi's U Due The
hav. mad. "tignrfkant progress" in sis days of talks t. mak. th.
Vietnam p.oos agr—tn.nl week. So. page four foe more datoiU.

developed at the Johnson Space Center
near Houston Experts believe the
shiny aluminum and orange parasol
will block enough of the sun's beat
from the Skylab to permit a full 28-day
mission by Conrad, Kerwin and Weitx.
COUNTDOWN on the Saturn IB
Rocket which will drill the astronauts
into orbit toward Skylab, started on
time yesterday morning and proceeded
smoothly.
Launch is scheduled for 9 a.m. EDT
tomorrow.
Conrad, Kerwin and Weitx nave been
in almost constant training for the salvage procedures since Skylab
developed problems only seconds after
its launch May 14 when a protective
beat shield ripped away.
The astronauts trained in a water
tank at the Marshall Space Flight
Coaler near Huntsville. Ala., Tuesday
and then flew to Cape Kennedy to
await launch

Technicians began packing the
Apollo spacecraft with tools and equipment for the fix-it-up mission.
A TENTATIVE flight plan calls for
the astronauts to rendezvous with Skylab about seven and one-half hours
after launch tomorrow. They will fly
around the space station, inspecting
the damaged areas of the craft, and
then dock.
Later they will undock and attempt
to fix at least one of two power-producing solar panels which failed to
deploy on the craft. Conrad and Kerwin
will fly the Apollo in close formation to
allow Weitx to lean out of a batch and
try to unjam the panel using a 10-foot
long shepherd's crook tool.
The astronauts will redock with
Skylab late tomorrow and sleep aboard
the Apollo craft.
On Saturday, they will board the
apace station and attempt to erect the
umbrella-like sun shield.

Nowiphae. by Corf told
Cost m.mb.n of "Th. Serpent", a dromotk ctrtmony,
snaked around th. Union Oval yo.t.rday and lad thaw
audience t. an outdoor porformanc. tit. Th. play wi ho
protontod again today at 2 p.m.
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eprreRiaLS
step down
President Nixon must resign.
Tuesday he declared. 1 will not abandon my responsibilities I
will continue to do the job 1 was elected to do "
At the same t ime. he denied.
-That he knew of the Watergate wiretapping in advance;
--That he offered executive clemency to defendants in the
case;
That he knew until recently that his personal lawyer. Herbert
W. Kalmbach. was providing the defendants with funds.
That he altempted to implicate the CIA in the scandal.
-That he knew until recently of the break in al the office of
Daniel Kllsberg'spsychiatrist.
-That he authorized or encouraged subordinates to engage in
illegal or improper campaign tactics
In light ol these disclosures, one question must be asked: "Is
Nixon running the While House or is the White House running
him?'
If he indeed had no knowledge of the alleged criminal activities
of his personal stall in the Watergate and other related affairs,
he is not in adequate command of his office
In his I'.'',.: inaugural address. Nixon said. "Let us pledge
together to make these four years the best four years in
America s history, so that on its 200th birthday America will be
as young and as vital as when it began, and as bright a beacon of
hope to the world."
In view of the Watergate scandal, the United States will have a
difficult time trying to shine as a "beacon of hope to the world."
At the same lime, the Presidency will lace an uphill battle to
restore credibility in years to come
To restore the respect due the office of the Presidency and to
polish our tarnished image abroad. Nixon must step down

concert policy

.

Dr. Richard Kakin. vice provost for student affairs, has
expressed confidence that his recently released drug policy is
workable, but it seems to rely on loo many "ifs."
The policy calls lor student marshals who will issue polite but
firm" requests for compliance to those smoking or drinking at
concerts
If that doesn t work. Campus Safety officers will be on hand to
help maintain law and safety standards.
If that doesn't work, sponsors of succeeding concerts will be
required to pay for the employment of more security personnel.
The Campus Safety and additional security personnel will be
empowered to arrest or remove violators from the concert
should a violator not cooperate with the stated policy.
And if that doesn't work, concerts may be discontinued.
Only time will tell if the policy is workable But perhaps
adequate student input in the form of open meetings, could have
resulted in the adoption of a policy with fewer "ifs."

The 73 Psalms
The Nixon is my shepherd. I shall not want mot much anyway)
2 He maketh me to lie down in strip mined pastures he leadeth me beside the
polluted waters
3 He nppeth off my soul he leadeth me in paths of Indochina for his name's
sake
4 Yea, though I walk through the valley of the shadow of Watergate. 1 will fear
no evil for thou are above the law. thy army and thy national guard they shoot at
me
5 Thou prepares! a table before me in the presence of high meat prices, thou
annoinlest my bead with oil. even though there's a fuel shortage, my cost of
living runneth over
6 Surely poverty and unemployment shall follow me all the days of my Ide: and
1 will dwell in the country of Nixon forever
Dan Martin
330Prout

opinion

dollars for scholars
I would like to take this opportunity
to respond to the article written by
Barb Silver in sympathy with the
athletic grants-in-a id program
Along with others I can assume some
responsibility for suggesting that a
gross Inequity exists at the University
for the financial support of scholars as
compared to athletes
A major concern of supporters of the
athletic program is that the recent
Faculty Senate resolution on this issue
jeopardizes this worthy program
particularly at a time when money is
hard to come by
TUB STRIKES me as being
irrelevant; if there is an inequity it
ought to be corrected at any time.
The purpose in bringing out the
discrepancy is not to put the athletic
program in mothballs as was implied
by the tone of the article, but simply to
reveal the glaring contradictions in
priorities that Hi ;si' has accepted far
too long.
If one really wanted to bury the
athletic program, it would be a simple
matter to propose to the Faculty
Senate that it be funded only to the
extent that it is financially self
supporting from gate receipts
This is what has been inferred by
Professor Young anyway, and it would
be amusing to take him on his
suggestion.
THE BOARD of Regents published
data indicating that the athletic
program for 1972 was in debt to the
extent of $718,959
University administrators say that
this is not the case because the deficit
is made up from student fees
However one attempts to rationalize

it, there is a substantial deficit which
is subsidized from student fees
What appears to be really ire ical is
that the students are ripped off twice in
order to support athletic events They
pay $50 per quarter in student fees, of
which 49 per cent or $1,097,995 i es to
the athletic program and absolutely
none to scholarship
And in addition students pay a second
time at the gate to see the spectacle.
This seems grossly unfair to all
students but particularly to the nonparticipating student, who does not
come to the University for that
purpose.
I MIGHT also add it also keeps
prices down for non-students going to
these events
When it comes to examining the total
athletic budget, hard facts are
sometimes difficult to come by. and
those given are difficult to interpret
For instance, the Board of Regents
indicated that the total athletic budget
in 1972 was $1,049,605 and income was
$330,646. yet student subsidy through
fees alone was $1,097,995
The breakdown of the latter
expenditure is: $683,521 for intercollegiate athletics. $204,491 for toe
stadium building. $168,521 for the Ice
Arena. $21,298 for the golf course, and
$20,150 for intramural sports
Somehow $330,646. a sum of money
slightly in excess of income from gate
receipts, is not counted as part of the
total athletic expense
It is time that we look at these issues
objectively and restructure our
priorities so as to improve the quality
of this University as an institution of
learning
The athletes seem to have any
number of advocates crying -oil at
every turn
At this juncture it is particularly

deplorable that the present student
body, government, and paper accept
the psychological trap that maybe the
BGSU degree will mean more as the
University becomes increasingly
recognized as a great center of athletic
achievement, while they continue to
overlook, neglect and ( mean
attempts
at
scholarly
accomplishments

I WOULD like to conclude on a
constructive note It would be most
gratifying if students insisted that at a
minimum. 20 per cent of student fees
were to be devoted to the support of
student scholars
This will benefit students, the
University are" the faculty in countless
ways, and i can be done without
threatening any existing program.
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opinion

from a president's desk...
By George N. Miller Jr.
PrcsMeal

Onega •**< PM Fraternity lac.
Geest CetBsanist
Dear Mr Holloway.
I am writing this to The iu; News
after not being able to locate you to
have a discussion about your article
last week
It seems to me you have made some
very thought provoking statements.
As president of one of those
inhumane, extremist organizations. I
would like not to at this time take issue
with your statements, but take a stand
against you and your method of
concern.
First of all. you spoke with some
knowledge of what you were saying.
Then I assume that you are or at some
time in your obstacle-free life was a
greek
Really it makes little difference
because your thoughts and actions are
what I have to deal with

Who are you concerned about and
what are your motives'' You have yet
to contact Omega Psi Phi or me.
personally
When the University
decided to tear down the Delta Sigma
Theta Sorority House because it would
cost too much money (approx $50.0001
for only six people to live in. where was
your letter?

between $82.000-$121.000 for
renovations
1 think those black and beautdul
sisters make the stay of many of the
black brothers worth their while and
maybe the only reason they stay here
What do you think?
When the Delta House got stoned and
windows broken out by some
"mischievous boys" and campus
security could not spare anyone from
their busy patrol of the bike racks,
where are you and your letter
concerning campus security?
Why didn't you write a letter for the
"gentle readers of The BG News"
when it was explained about the
housing problems of the black greeks'*
Where was the letter when a fraternity
in the row threw water balloons at a
pregnant little sister of ours and the
altitude was reflected "boys will be
boys'"

OR MAYBE THAT was not
inhumane to you. considering the
University gave the old greek houses

SHE D married. Or are you
concerned''
Three years ago this month 150 black

Green is a state of mind, and as all
states of mind it does have its Poc
Ditches
The many replies have shown that
perhaps the criticism was not without
justification The majority of letters
say basically the same thing. (Isn't
that conformity?)

The hostility in which the letter has
been answered also makes us wonder
why the "friendly" students feel they
must defend themselves so
emphatically

YOU CHOSE to appeal to us by
putting an article in Toe BG News
If you are truly concerned with our
treatment why not ask a meeting with
us and explain your concern and
hopefully you could offer some viable
alternatives'' Although I realize that
you did make a few general ones I
would hope you had some more that
are to the point
You chose to appeal to us by putting
an article in The BG News and for the
"gentle readers."

students got together and made a
demand on this University that there
be an increase of black students, both
graduate and undergraduate That is
the reason you are probably here.
I was a pledge then on Hell Week,
and my big brothers and myself were
there marching so this University
might be a better place for you
I am proud I stood out there for I
know what it was like to work hard for
something you wanted We wanted
more blacks here Are you going to tell
me it was not worth blocking the
Administration Bldg. in military style
so that we could reach our goal, even
though it may have meant going to
jail?
E ARE some of the things that
black people face in every day life. We
try and have them experience real
world situations, that the pledges may
experience, the black experience!
If you cannot get to that, call me or
tell me where to find you or meet you
and I'll run it down to you.

reader's forum,
enlightened
1 am responding to Mike
Brancheau s letter to the editor of May
S. 1973
Dear Mr Brancheau.
I did not know that caring for your
fellow man makes an individual
eligible for the "Asshole of the Year
award.
Thank you for enlightening me with
your wisdom and insight
I am sure Mr Graham appreciates
the fact that his nomination came from
a fellow nominee
Carl Smith
449 Compton

pot & beer
I am getting sick and tired of all this
concern over the smoking and drinking
at concerts.
I never realized it was such a
socially unacceptable thing to do.
First of all, there has been
marijuana and wine at every concert,
at every university in America for the
last 10 years. It's as natural to smoke
at a concert as It is to drink beer at a
baseball game Why all the concern
now?

The News a few weeks ago spoke
about Kent Slate not having a smoking
and drinking problem at their concerts
Of course not. anyone knows you don't
have to smoke when you're doing
downs
Bowling Green should be glad it
doesn't have the drug problem that
Kent does
MY NEXT POINT Is. what are you
so upset about drinking for? Drinking
is the American way No one got upset
at all about the drinking at the Beta 500
or last week's Rugby game. The same
law is being broken.
Thirdly. I never could understand
why the administration of a
University, an institution whose
purpose is to make the human mind
think and question, gets so uptight
when the students question the system
itself
The students are the ones who have
all the pressure on them to constantly
compete against one another, to fight
to be on top
II you're not the best there will be no
job for you upon graduation, that's
what we've been taught since
kindergarten.
That's not even IMfJdjjg about the
possibility that there won't be a job at
all. With this pressure and the things
that dirty oM men like Freed talk
about. I don't esc why college students
should not be able to vent their tensions
the way adults do.

WHY NOT get high for a rock-androll show, forgetting your troubles for
a while? We can't all get excited about
things like football games.
The people at concerts are not
bothering anyone except those who
expect Anderson Arena to have the
• same atmosphere as Lincoln Center
These people don't belong at a rockand-roll show. Donny Osmond may
make it to BG someday, just for them
In conclusion. I would just like to tell
Dean Kakin that the solution to the
problem Is just to continue to do what
you have been doing in the past.

Now find something useful to discuss
such as the TV cameras on the
campus Big Brother is watching!

WE FEEL Chris has gotten the
point. Have you? Enough is Enough

-arjmiw. -Jv

DON'T LOOK to close at what's
going on, maybe you can hide for
another 10 years.
At Bowling Green no one smokes in
the dorms, no one drinks at football
games, and the fraternities do not like
beer blasts.
Cliff Hartman
317 Dairow

Michael Brancheau
316 Dairow

hostility
To the people who have answered Chris
Coonlne's letter:
We can understand that Chris bad a
bad first impression We also realize
that for many of us It took time to get
to know and love the magic of BG.
IT COULD BE said that Bowling

Linda Hue
336 Buttonwood
Milley Burden
512 Harmon

TELL MY HOST I ALREADY FEEL VERY MUCH AT HOME.

Thursday, Moy 34, 1*79. TIM M Nowt/rw*. «•

House upholds Nixon veto

Aide confirmation bill defeated

1

WASHINGTON (API Fretident Nixon won ■ key
test af bj* power yesterday
when the House upheld his
veto oi a bill that would have
required Senate approval of
his top budget aides.
The vote to override the
veto was M to 17S. or 40
short of the two-thirds
majority needed to force the

bill into law.
Those voting to sustain
Nixon included 167
Republicans, while 18 of
their GOP colleagues joined
218 Democrats against the
President
The action came just a
day after the Senate handed
Nixon a six-vote defeat on
the bill

THE LB01ILATION
would have iholwtud the
jobs of Director Roy Ash
and Deputy Director
Frederic Males of the
President's Office of
Management and Budget
The bill would have set up
similar posts isquaring the
new step of Senate

Journalism director resigns
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Rock
revival
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Chuck Berry performed at a rock rev ival at Miami University
last Sunday. Also performing were B II Haley ond the Comets
and and Chubby Checkers.

Dr. Joseph A Del Porto,
director of the School of
Journalism, has resigned
el fee live Sept. 1 He will
remain at the school as a
full-time professor
Dr. Del Porto said an
acting director will assume
the duties in September until
a permanent director is
chosen
Selection of the acting
director, who will be chosen
from among seven faculty
members of the school, will
probably begin next week,
be said Dr. Del Porto is
ineligible, as is Prank
Kalupa. assistant professor

Russian studies program ok'd
Academic Council yesterday approved proposals to
establish a Russian studies
program and an undergraduate major program in
art history, but took no
action on a proposed
endorsement for a bus mess
cluster college.
The Russian studies proposal was approved after the
deletion of two sections of
the plan. One called for a
f 10.000 allocation to improve
the Russian literature
collection in the Library.
and the other proposed five
graduate courses in the program be open to undergraduate students
Robert Hansen. instructor
of political science and one
of the proponents of the
plan, said the Library "con-
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tains virtually nothing in
the way of Russian publications." However, he added.
"Approval of the program
itself should not be tied to
money."
The graduate course proposal was dropped because
several council members
said graduate courses cannot be used to satisfy under
graduate requirements
Dr. Charles F. Hartman.
assistant professor of
German and Russian, said
he knows of "about seven or
eight" students who are
willing to enroll in the
program, but said as many
as 30 students may enroll
The proposal to establish a
major in art history was
adopted by council conditionally If the Ohio Board of
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Regents puts constraints on
the proposal when it reviews
it. the plan must be returned
to council for approval.
Glenn Van Wormer. dean
of admissions, said any new
degree or degree program
proposal has to be submitted
to the Board of Regents for
approval before it can be
implemented
Dr. Willard Misfeldt.
assistant professor of art
and the originator of the
plan, said one of the major
changes in the new program
would allow students
majoring in art history to
take six hours of studio work
on a pass/fail basis
He said this would make it
easier for students who
wanted to pursue a career in
art history but think they are

not talented enough to take
the studio courses.
No action was taken on a
proposal to endorse a business cluster college because
several members of the
council thought there was
not adequate time for discussion.
Dr Karl Vogt, dean of the
College of Business
Administration and one of
the originators of the plan,
said the primary purpose of
a business cluster college
would be "to develop
problem solving ability and
cognitive skills."
He said be sought endorsement for the plan, and not
council approval, because
the College of Business
Administration did not need
outside approval to implement the program
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All

Nixon denounced this an
unconstitutional and a
"back-door method" of
getting around presidential
authority to remove an
of fleer he has appointed
Cnwgrawiional opponents
of the bill said it would set a
precedent
whereby
Congress would
executive officers by means
other than Impeachment by
the House and conviction by
the Senate.
But the bill's supporters
claimed the office has
become a powerful one with
a chief role In impounding
money approved by

why
A MAJOR
enactment was sought,
backers agreed. •as to
enable Ash to be i
about has activities as head
of Litton Industries. ■
conglomerate with millions
it federal military
contracts. Opponents of the
bill termed it an attempt to
get Ash. to axe Ash '
Rap. Frank Horton (RN.Y.) without mentioning
Watergate by name, told the
House oaring floor debate
that action was being taken
"in an atmosphere where
there is great and justified
public concern about the use
and abuse of power

newsnoTes.
Inflation rate
WASHINGTON IAI'I - President
Nixon's chief economic advisor said
yesterday the nation can look with
confidence to a reduced rate of
inflation later this year, and that the
worst of Ihe surging price increases
may be over
Dr llerberl Stein, chairman of the
President's Council of Economic
Advisors, lold a Senate-House
economic subcommittee that forces
which led to the wave of inflation so
far this year, including the
.ii-v.iai,iii. i of the dollar and the
looser price control system, now will
have less impact on pushing up

prices

Nixon support
WASHINGTON (API The two top
Kepublicans in Congress emerged
from a meeting with President Nixon
yesterday to declare he has popular
support and has reassured the nation
he had no involvement in the
Watergate scandal.
Senate Itepubtican I-eader Hugh
Scoll said Nixon's Tuesday

L

disclaimer of involvement was
"forthright, categorical and strong"
and that "he has clearly reassured
the country."
House GOP Leader Gerald Ford
said, "in my judgment the American
people are behind the President."

Antioch strike
YELLOW SPRINGS. Ohio (AP) Antioch College administrators will
attempt again to enter major campus
buildings tomorrow despite a strike
by students.
Dean Ewell Reagin made the
announcement yesterday after
refusing a plea by strikers to meet
with them to discuss expulsions in the
five-week-old dispute.
He reiterated a warning that any
student, faculty member,
maintenance or staff person who
interfers with attempts to reopen
administrative and classroom
buildings will be expelled or fired

Travel bill
WASHINGTON (AP) - The House
Internal Security Committee
yesterday approved, 4-1, legislation

that would outlaw unauthorised visits
by U S. citlsens to nations fighting
the United Stales.
The legislation stems from controversial visits to North Vietnam last
year by actress Jane Fonda and
former Atty. Gen. Ramsey Clark.
Clark restified against the legislation, calling it unconstitutional and
based on what be termed a false
assumption that Congress must give
the President "still more unbridled
power.'' The Justice Department supported the goals of the legislation.

Watergate
WASHINGTON (AP) - Attorney
Gerald Alch has rebutted testimony
by convicted Watergate burglar
James W. McCord Jr. that Alch urged
him to say the burglary was a Central
Intelligence Agency (CIA) operation.
McCord's statements before s
special Senate Watergate committee
are "absolutely false," Alch told a
news conference Tuesday.
McCord said In a memorandum to
the Senate committee that Alch
suggested "that I use as my defense
during the trial the story that the
Watergate operation was a CIA
operation."

NOW LEASING

Sweater
Tops

GRIBBIN APARTMENTS
For Summer:
835 Fourth Street
2 Bedrooms

Assorted Styles

NOW!

For Fall: (9 month)
835 Fourth Street
2 Bedroom (4 man

Thurs., Fri. & Sat.

810-815 Fourth Street
1 Bedroom Furnished
1 Bedroom Unfurnished

3ke
@owJ« Suff

Air Conditioning — Lounge Facilities
Laundry Facilities

With Syd Scott

Call 354-1313

Debbie Bloom

THE

Sweetheart of 73

OF BOWLING GREEN

1550E.Wooster
-ntV-

Wednesday 50-50 Nite
Thursday 2 for 1 Nite

or see Apt. 6, 835 Fourth

525 Ridge
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Thursday

Qt. Coke Night
reg. 35$

1 P.M. reduced prices daily

Tonite 25 c

Now Appearing
Wed., Thurs., Fri., Sat.

On any order of pizza.

OPEN DAYS

MAGIC DAYZE
Kristina — May 30—2 Weeks Only
East River Drive — June 13 — 3 Weeks Only

BOWLING GREEN O

at

All Apartments Fully Furnished
unless otherwise stated

BLUE ICE

COCKTAIL LOMCE

40% to
50%
Off

For Fall: (12 month)
835 Fourth Street
2 Bedroom (4 man)

in JUNE

'L

They are the Public
Relations Student Society of
America; Sigma Delta Chi.
national journalism society;
and
Women
In
Communication, Inc.

Congrans.

j/WWWVWSftflartHK

The Brothers of
Sigma Phi Epsilon

^•fcrJlaH&vwv.

of journalism, who has also
resigned.
In addition to faculty
members, three student
journalism organizations
will each have one vote

confirmation of presidential

^B0JA»6U5S
893 5. M.*fcl St. -352-9074

Don't forget about the
LUNCH TIME SPECIAL
CAll DOMINO'S for the BEST! 352-S221

The Pizza People, Period

•■f. 4/Tha M N.W., Thvrsdwy, Mwy 24, 1973

'Significant progress' made
d»ntt, m Wl pW> N»»
Chicofa, wW gtv* ■ *r*a
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Kissenger, Tho folks advance
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(AP) - Henry A. Kissinger
laid yesterday in Paris be
and Hanoi's Le Due Tho
have made "significant
progress" in sii days of
talks to make the Vietnam
peace agreement work.
Before departure for
Washington. Kissinger told
newsmen be and Tho will
meet again June 6 to
complete a new accord
designed to stop cease-fire
violations.

wMi
Thaw rewd ing, "Uwviflf
Ma," b turr.ntty in tha
lap fen an "Savl Chart."
Tha cancart data, artgmoHy ichadvlad far
March, wen mavad haCOVM a* a chanffa in tha
group't manofamant.
Tha cancart k taan■arad by tha Mock Siodant Union

KISSINGER'S chief aide
in the cease-fire talks,
William Sullivan, was in

Watergate affair 'terrible thing'
reprehensible thing" and
expressed faith that a
Senate
investigating
committee will uncover the
truth.

DELAWARE. Ohio (AP) Outgoing Atty Gen. Richard
Kieladtenst said yesterday
the Watergate break-in of
National Democratic Headquarters was a terrible,

Kleindlenst. spending the
day at Ohio Wesleyan University where two of bis four
cnUdren are students, said,
i do not think it (the Watergate affair) has been blown
out of proportion

LUTHER APTS.
Special
Summer Rates

He added. "When this is
all said and done, one of the
great accolades is that the
criminal justice system
works for the high and
powerful as well as the poor,
humble and meek "
Kleindlenst will leave his
position as bead of the U. S.
Justice Department when
Elliot Richardson, his
successor designate, has

been confirmed
Senate

by

the

HE SUBMITTED his
resignation to President
Nixon on April 29 after be
had learned that L Patrick
Gray, former FBI chief, and
other associates were possibly implicated in the
Watergate break-in last
June and tne ensuing coverup attempt.

1 bdrm. • '250.00

Saigon to report to
President Nguyen Van Thieu
on the Paris sessions.
Kissinger, smiling and
visibly relaxed, read a
prepared statement which
be said be had cleared in
advance with Tho
"He will confirm what I
am saying." Kissinger said.
HE SAID Sullivan was
submitting agreed proposals
to Thieu in Saigon and hinted
that neither the United
States nor Hanoi would
allow possible objections
Irom Thieu to prevent conclusion of the new agreement at the next session
Sullivan flew to Saigon
Tuesday night after
attending
Kissinger Tho
meetings for more than 30
hours and several meetings
at expert level, including a
12-hour session Sunday.
KISSINGER conferred
with Tho for almost seven
hours yesterday, making a
total of more than 31 hours
of intensive talks with the
North Vietnamese leader
since May 17.
Details of the proposals
the two men worked out
were not disclosed

Kissinger and Tho were
known to have discussed
every aspect of the
violations that have
paralyzed the operation of
the Jan. 27 peace agreement.

X" Showboafe
•Tormal

Pendleton
Realty
353-3641

ST. MARYS. Mo. (AP) "What wasn't destroyed is
still just soaking wet," said
a resident of this Mississippi
River town.still cleaning up
after its worst flooding in
200 years.
"There's a lot of confusion
over that government
Stuff." William llatlon a
carpenter, said yesterday.
Thirty St. Marys families
were forced from their
homes in the losing battle
against the rising river less
than a month ago. but only
one has been able to move
back. Most have been
waiting for federal disaster
loans to come through.

THE BROTHERS OF BETA
THETA PI OFFER A VERY
SPECIAL THANK YOU TO
OUR HOUSE MOTHER, MRS.
HESTER CUNNING FOR ANOTHER FINE YEAR.

MEMORIAL WEEKEND
SPECIALS!!

Buckeye House

REG.'A.SOto'HNOW $348 & Up

Short Sleeve Sport Shirts
Long Sleeve Sport Shirts
Long Sleeve Dress Shirts

REG.»8to*13NOW$488&Up
REG.'8to'15NOW$488&UP

DOUBLE KNIT SLACKS

REG. »14 NOW ONLY

TANK TOPS
CUT 0FFS
WALK SHORTS

$988

Birchwood Place
Mt. Vernon

s

Summer - $125/mo.
Fall — $65/mo/person
based on 4 man rental

Office 40s -1:00-5:00 Mon.-Fri.

88

REG. 7 N0W*4

or by Appointment

BELTS

REG.'6 to'8 NOW

$388

(PLUS)

ALL OUTER WEAR

20% to 50% OFF
While you're here check out
Our Fantastic Selection Of

Call 352-9378 anytime
or 352-7324

MIDDLE CLASS YOUTH
presents

MAY 25, 26, 27
FRI., SAT., SUN.

DOUBLE KNIT SPORT COATS

AT$40

Use Our Own 30 Day Charge

A SPOKESMAN for the
Small Business Administration in St. Louis said approval of the loan applications is taking longer now
than several weeks ago because applications have
greatly increased since the
water began to recede.
A crew of the Missouri
Highway Department was at
work reinforcing an over-

pass weakened late in April
when the swirling flood
waters iramdited it and cat
St. Marys in two.
The land from which U. S.
Coast Guard boats had been
ferrying school children to
and from St. Marys elementary school was high and dry
yesterday. The town's 600
residents were casually
going about their business.
It will be many months-if
ever -before St. Marys
returns to normal. Hatton
said.
"This is an old town to
start with and the flood was
devastating ."

Class cancellations announced
Classes meeting before 5pm Monday have been canceled
in observance of Memorial Day Evening classes will meet
at their usual tunes
The University Bookstore and Post Office will be closed
Saturday and Monday Administrative offices also will be
closed Monday
The University Library will follow its regular schedule
The BCJ News will publish Tuesday

- FEATURING Char Broiled Steaks and
Chops
Full Course Family
Dinner
12 VARIETIES
PANCAKES & WAFFLES
Open Tues. thru Sat.
7:30-8
Sundays 7:30 - 7:00
lit EAST WOOSTKR
BASQI ETROOM

NOON SPECIALS DAILY

Ross Todd Productions
presents
A night on the wild side
with

LOU REED
Singing songs from his hit album

Transformer
Sunday, May 27th - 8 p.m.
at the State Theatre, Toledo
'4 50 advance - '5 at door
Tickets on s.i'e .?.'

Finders Records, B.G.
Metamorphis B.G.

-/-

THE BROTHERS OF BETA
THETA PI ARE HAPPY TO
ANNOUNCE THE INSTALLATION
OF THEIR NEW OFFICERS
President - Rick Born
V.P. ■ Dave Sarama
Trea. • Delbert Lawson
Asst. Trea. • Dave Ohl
Rusch Chair. - Jack Taylor
Cor. Sec. • Mark Lampe
Rec. Sec. - Randy Freeman
R.R. - Tim Barnhart
Soc. Chair. - Bob Albrecht
Ath. Chair • Dan Niley
Pledge T - Al Caperna

OPEN M0N. thru SAT. 10 A.M. to 6 P.M.

Oxford House

"The red tape is hard
enough for the people to
figure out who make up
these programs, let alone
the average guy," Hatton
added

Now Leasing
Summer and Tall

REG. *5 N0W$288
REG.*5NOW$l88

breach of the accord.
North Vietnam has
alleged that American arms
and military advisors
disguised as civilians have
continued to pour into South
Vietnam.

Missouri flood victims
wait for disaster loans

SAVE THE NEWS

2 bdrm. • '300.00
(2-4) Occupants

THE UNITED STATES
has accused North Vietnam
of masive infiltration of
troops and arms into South
Vietnam and military intervention in Cambodia and
Laos in open and continuous

lunny hou'iindoholt

. i'i MAGAflNI

115 EDUCATION BUILDING

A SPECIAL THANKS GOES
OUT TO THE OLD OFFICERS
FOR A JOB WELL DONE.

■J

Thursday, May 34, 1973, TS. M Nows/Fr** $

Placement office lists job openings
Tkt foUowiag is a list ot
job openiafi in business and
frtacalfcia axeaa recrived by
Jamas Galloway, University
director of carter planning
nnd placement

AU cities arc la Ohio,
unless otaerwae specified
HIBHMI Uacola Natioaal Life Ins Co., Ft
Wayne. lid., sates mgmt
Hayes-Albion Corp.. Albion.
Mich., production foreman.
Kentucky Central Ins Co.,
Bedford, insurance agent.
Connecticut Mutual Life,
Cleveland, ins agent/mgrnt
trainee. New York Life Ins
Co., Toledo, sales sales
mgmt Gustivillers. Inc.,
OtUwa. sales clerk. Bliss
field Mfg. Co.. Blinafield.
Mich., engr. tool de
sign, machine shop
Amiel'i Enterprises, Inc..
Rochester. NY, managers
Cooper Tire and Robber Co .
Findlay, sales trainee PolyFoam Int.. Inc.. Fremont.
salesman East Ohio Gas
Company. Cleveland, assoc.
geologist Moore Business
Forms, Gleoview. Ill. sales
rep.
FED. RESERVE Bank of
Cleveland. Cleveland, bank
examiner Paul Revere Cos.
Manchester, NY financial
planning. DurancoCorp.. N.
Syracuse, NY. admin, asst.
Nationwide Insnrance.

PainsvUle. insurance agent
W.T. Grant Co.. N Canton,
credit manager.
Johns Manville Fiber
Glass. Inc.. Waterville. gen.
business. Xeros Corp,.
Cleveland, sales rep. Ups
N'Downs. Cleveland Htt..
dept mgr Pilbbury Co..
Mtsswapnlis, Minn., sales
Prudential Life Ins.. Ft.
Lee, N.J., special agent
Burke Marketing Research.
Cincinnati, mgmt trainee
School. Inc.. Chicago, sales
rep. Village of Cranville.
Granville. village mgr
Home Life Ins. Co.. Southfield. Mi., life insurance
sales.
Goodyear Tire Ji Rubber,
Akron, automotive sales
McGraw-Hill Book Co.,
Manchester. Mo., college
traveler Field Enterprises
Educ. Corp , Bowling
Green, sales k mgmt.
EDUCATION Elmwood
High School. Bloomdale.
elem. teachers B.G. Jr
High School. Bowling Green,
elem. principal. WHPE
teachers, head football
coach. Troy City Schls.
Troy. Herman Spanish
teacher Fairbanks Lc. Schl
Out . Milford Ctr 1st grade
teacher Bath Lcl Schls.
Lima. Girls HPE. English
Kenton City Bd of Educ .

WAITED
^

!YOU!

THl

THETA CHI
PLEDGE DREAM GIRL

T-...a, Htcwl
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counselor. Sandy-Valley Bd.
of Educ.. Magnolia. D.E.
Coordinator. St. Mary's of
Beford Parish. Detroit.
Mich, principal and asst
principal.
St Joseph School. Lake,
part time El Ed HPE
Chippewa Valley Schls.. Ml
Clemens. Mich., elem
teachers. Gallon Pub.
Schls.. Gallon, german
instructor Shawnee High
School. Lima, english
teacher St Ann's Schl.
Bklyn. WHPE Salem City
Schools. Salem, spec. educ.
business educ. ind. arts
teacher.
Hillsdale Comm Schls.
HUlsdale. Mich.. Jr. H.
english/soc. stu. Jr. h. borne
econ . J High art. 6th grade
teacher Ottoville Lcl Schls.

HAVEN HOUSE MANOR APTS.

352-7444

The remaining job listing
will be printed in

tomorrow's News.

THE BROTHERS OF BETA
THETA PI ARE PLEASED
TO ANNOUNCE THEIR
SWEETHEART FOR 1973:

Miss Mary Ferenci

s

3.25
'2.50
$
1.75
•1.95
$
.75

12 oz. T-Bone Steak
8 oz. Charcoal Beef Strip loin
Rib Steak
Shiskabob
5 OZ. Hamburgers (deluxe with lettuce & tomatoes)

2 BEDROOM APARTMENTSCOMPLETELY FURNISHED

CALL

New Carlisle-Bethel Lcl
Schl. New Carlisle, speech
and bearing therapist Dade
Co. Schlos. Miami Fla..
industrial arts. Jefferson
Schls. Monroe. Mich.,
teachers K-12
Postoria

AMEBOID DAY Care
Schl.. Findlay. teacher 3,4,5
yr olds. Hudson Lcl Seal
Dist.. Hudson, elem.
teachers. Warren City Seals.
Warren, spec ed-EMR.

has the following dinners with salad and trench fries:

NEW BUILDING COMPLETED

MODEL SUITE

Ottoville. home ed. (voc).
soc. stud.-HPE. I.O.E.

J & G PIZZA

1515 E. WOOSTER

HOURS:
12-5
NOW
LEASING

440 E. Court St. - 353-8565

BLOCKBUSTER
All Stores Open Memorial Day With Many Unadvertised Bargains

OUR BEST CALCULATOR
BUY OF THE YEAR

SANDY WELLS

CI.HD:

SIVIM wl&MTS Of '-i «fl« '
111 - - ■

ANNA LOCAL Schls.
Anna. H.S librarian, commercial, elem music
Monroe Comm. College.
Rochester. NY. WHPE
Huron Co. Schls. Norwalk.
EMR teachers. N Eastern
High School. Manchester.
Sto. Stud-Phys Ed Wayne
Co. Public Schls. Wooster.
EMR teachers. LD
teachers.
NAPA Valley Unified Schl
Dist . Yountville. Hi
cultural teachers Spring
field Lc Bd of Educ.
Holland, elem. teachers.
Girard Bd of Educ, Girard.
elem. teachers, high school
principal, dietician Euclid
Bd of Educ . Euclid. H.S
counselor.
loshocton High School.
Cosbocton. woman H.S.

DEBBIE COOPER

LOW 'O'TI-M'tCH IwVim *0u
UM*I «:»[ \.n» *N»«i i*v

Tiquit*

LORAIN CITY Bd. of
Educ. Lorain. math
(secondary).
Sachem
Central Schl Dist No 5.
Halbrook. NY.. Jr. H. ind
arts Sidney High School.
Sidney, band director

Ottawa Glandorl Schls.
Ottawa. Jr H science. 5th
grade teacher. 6th grade
teacher. LOB-primary
Springfield Local,
Holland. Mb grade teacher
Ashtabula County Joint
Vocational
School.
Jefferson, data processing,
child care, hotel-motel
KeUoggsville Public Schls.
Wyoming. Mich.. H.S Math,
counselor, art.
Stryker Lcl Schl Bid.
Stryker. H.S. librarian.
Upper Arlington Board of
Ed.. Columbus. IIS art.
humanities. H.S
art
appreciation Sidney Brd of
Educ. Sidney. HS.S math,
english. band director.
WHPE. electronics, elementary EMR. Grade 5.
Art.

Give Congrats To:

«0t k

gat

St. Bernard- him wood City
Schls. Cincinnati. H.S. art
teacher, h.s. math teacher.
h.s science teacher. Cocoa
Beach H.S., Cocoa Beach.
Fla. math-football, soc.
studies-football. Cincinnati
City Schools. Cincinnati.
Ind arts teacher.
Crest view Schl Dist..
Convoy. 2nd grade teacher.
4th grade teacher.
French/Spanish combination Olentangy H.S.. Delaware, gen. bus. teacher, general science teacher. L'Anae
Crease Pub. Schls. Ml
Clements. Mich., elem physical ed Willard City Schls.
Willard. H.S. principal. Ontario Schls. Mantfieid. LBD
teacher
Licking County
Joint Vocational Schl..
Newark, voc.. English, soc.
studies.

DG PLEDGES
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Kenton. Speech therapist,
schl psychologist. Holgate
Bd of Educ. Holgate. bus.
ed-coaching. coaching-Spanish. Allen East Schols.
Harrod. elem. teachers.
Clyde Exem VUl Schls,
Clyde, reading teacher (7).
6th grade teacher

SIGMA CHI PLEDGE
SWEETHEART RUNNER-UP

ALL OF THE FEATURES OF OUR 129.95 MODEL
PLUS CONSTANT CAPABILITY...

************************************************
*
»
*
*
*

THURSDAY SPECIAL

t

Get It

An Affair & Fries

*
*

I

I**

Reg. 4.15

On Credit
Ihii electronic grniut odds, tubtiacft. mgllipliei, ond divide*
PIUS, doe» chain
multiplication and divinon Sophisticated calculationi u>ch ot tquoring can alto be
performed lit many feafufei include CONSTANT SWITCH that lett you multiply or
divide a long tenet of numbert without re entering the comtont figure, CLEAR EN
TRY BUTTON that erotet o wrong entry withoul dulurbmq previout enlriet in the
tome calculation; AUTOMATIC DISPLAY CUT OFF lhal el.minotet ditplay after 30
tecondt to extend battery life (ditploy a mttantly rettored with touch of 0
button). FLOATING DECIMAL that automatically potitiont ittelf and HOODED
DISPlAf for a clear, eaty to tee 8 digit readout lit tturdy. yet lightweight con
t'ruction lett you take it to a grocery t'ore or talet pretenlation
in your tuit
coat pocket, brief cate. or pune 63 60?

ONLY 59

Across From The Football Stadium

t **** ••**••**-«*•••***••***••**********•* *******
Model Open...Noon till 6 P.M.

23-453. "AA" Penlight Cells (4 required)
73-125. "AA" Rechargeable NiCad Cell* (4 required)

CAMPUS MANOR
APARTMENTS
Behind Burger Chef

EXCLUSIVE 3-WAY

I Uw AC House Current

2 Recrtargeibie Better.M

3 L<m Co

*' *'**« c*'»

POWER FEATURE

and you can

CHARGE IT

Next to Sterling

IMIAMMCM

NOW RENTING FOR SUMMER AND FALL
OPENINGS FOR 1-4 STUDENTS

4 only 99<
2 for 3.29

STUDENTS

BATTERY-OPERATED TELEPHONE AMPLIFIER
FOR HOME, OFFICE, OR "SHOP"

WHILE TRAVELING

?SUrS!S.2;STATI0N miPHONI INTERCOM
FOR PRIVATE CONVERSATION

■tS& ...

* Special Summer Rates
12 GOOD REASONS FOR LIVING AT CAMPUS MANOR
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

NEW-MODERN-FURNISHED-CABLE T.V.
2 mm walk to campus
5 min. walk to downtown
20 business establishments at your front door
Entrance doors secured at all times
Intercom between apartments & entrance
Free parking at your front door
Gas barbeque grill for the gourmet cook
No long walks on those zero winter days in mud & slush
Close enough to return to apt. for more calories between classes.
Well lighted streets between apts.. campus & shopping area
FRIENDLY, HELPFUL LANDLORDS

For Cream of the Crop, Go Campus Manor

MODEL OPEN NOON till 6 P.M.

352-9302

Evenings
352-7365
or
352-8033

• No roll II...„ • „„„„
S.porof. Sp.oke
No IrMlollotlon h
Botfly Intludmd

And Mill. J.cllon.
Required
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the enliie lomil^ in on tolls lo ralaHvM
providei o low foil lolulion
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l>««»»ou' Handi lo do olher laskl while
on Ihe phone
Comei wilh bull' in earphone jotk Encloied in mod
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'Serpent': 'an interesting experience'
B, P.Hy Bailey
There's a snake loose on
campus'
It was released yesterday
and will remain at large today.
"The Serpent." a drama
tic ceremony, was performed yesterday afternoon
and will be presented again
today at 2 p.m.
The ceremony began with
a
musical
procession
through inner campus to an
outdoor performance site
The cast members wore
every-day clothing and no
special makeup for the
production directed by Mark
R Dull, junior (AaVSI They

played primitive rhythmic
Instruments as the procession wound around the Union
Oval and toward the east
end of campus.
A small audience followed
the players in their selfstyled parade and then settled in a scattered semicircle to watch the performance
IT WASN'T a play, at least
not in the usual sense of the
word, although it bad all the
characteristics
of
one.
Performers forgot lines and
missed cues, but did a good
job
at
convincing
the
audience they were something other than typical

Bowling Green students.
The teit of the presentation followed the narrative
of the biblical book of
Genesis, although the basic
premise of the plot was that
man made God in his own
image, and revered Him so
man could determine his
own limits.
Throughout the ceremony
cast members changed from
one role to another-sometimes narrator, sometimes
an animal, or a human, or
even the voice of God himself.
They showed imagination
in the production, using
"found objects" for scenery

and
a
cloudy
illumination.

LONDON (API • The
student magazine of Eton,
that school for young gentlemen who go around in top
hats, says American tourists
with cameras are turning

Tired of
your roommate?

HUTCH
PET SHOP

2 bedroom furnished
Indoor pool
Heath spa available

get a new
roommate in
your choice of
SEXI

Summer *125/mo.
Fall »65/mo. - 4 man rental
OFFICE
4'D's • Mon Sat
1 00 5 00 or Appoint

801-803 Fifth Street
Leasing to single persons
or married couples

BUMPUS-MHMS APARTMENTS

521 S. PROSPECT
354 9603

*»°

\

BEST BALL DOUBLES

121-131 State Street
MEN'S MAY 23 AT 9:00 P.M.
MAY 24 AT 7:00 P.M., 8:30 P.M.

4 students at $65.007month each
• 2 bedroom units-furnished or unfurnished
• close to campus

I niiy I IN* V! !JU learn

• 24 hour office hours - 7 days a week
• 9 to 12 month leases available
• Reduced summer lease rates

trophies awarded First 3 places

[across from Harshman dorm)

3539863

3521973

toe ancient college into "the
ultimate game reserve."
AD article in the Eton
Chronicle adds that the students are fed up with having
tourists prowling around in
hopes of taking a picture of
"an animal sired by a real,
live lord."
"No sooner has the sole of
that polished Gucci shoe
touched the ground than its

wearer is confronted with
the Etonian." the Chronicle
says.
"Now be is in the middle
of
the
ultimate
game
reserve, where the animals
are so docile that they will
offer only their best profiles
to be imprinted on the celluloid
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NOW PLAYING
7:15-9:15

NOW PLAYING
7:30-9:30

WILL OUR WASTE OF THE ENVIRONMENT
KILL THE PEOPLE OF TOMORROW!

MAN OR ANIMAL MONSTER OR
MYTH SOMETHING IS STILL DOWN THERE

CUSTOM ENGAGEMENT
HINGS. your diamond of
mine by PHILIP MORTON
•I Uw Working Hand Crall
Center. 5ISConneaul

CAMPUSCALENDAR
Thursday. May M. If)73
Child It Family Developmenl Club will sponsor a speaker
from Headstall al 5 30 pm in the Living center of the
Home K» Bid* Open lo Use public
Christian Science (h-ganiiation will hold a lesltmonial
meetitiK at I 30 pm in Proul Chapel All are welcome lo
attend
The BO School of Self Dele
Women's Bldg

SOYLENT GREEN

■ will meet alt 30 pm in 212

The BOSH Karate (.'tab wUI meet from 7 9 pm in ihe
Forum of Student Services Bide Open lo the public

People need it...
in the year

There will be an Inler-Varsity Christian Fellowship
chapter meeting at I pm ID Use Ohio Suite of the Union
Open to all

2022.

Pentecostal Bible class will meet at S pm in the UCF
Center

LOST
Lost bl 4 wh lemale rat
terrier pup 3 mot old Lisa
Needs medication 362 430U
REWARD

Che Legend of Boggy Creeh
mm s.ow.

CHARLTON HESTON • LEIGH TAYLOR YOUNG
"SOYLENTGREEN" •. -(IHIKMONNORS-IOSIPHCOIIIN
BROCK ft u RS • PAUIA K( 11 Y wEOWARD G ROBINSON m.

OPEN 800 - SHOW 845
ADULTS '175 - CHILDREN UNDER 12 FREE

"la snort, said the magazine, "he feels himself infinitely superior to the busborne,
gaily
colored
rabbet."
BUT
THE COLLEGE
staff Is not using the complaint too seriously
I don't think the boys are
ail that worried about the
peering cameras," a spokesman said

Carl <>l Venire.
Saseliru.h Male.
Ohio rite,
liritale.
DOV>\
1 linn km
2 III....I (all in .1-..,.

I'll I!.-. ....I..11

£iftet»d2

>°^ '

coming a well-established
means of being shunted
around the sights.
"How long will it be before Etonians will be paid to
pose for photographs, even
to wear perpetual smiles!"
So how does the Etonian,
blue-blooded offspring of the
nation's elite, feel about the
snap-happy Americans who
come to stare.

-«m>~ CLaSSIFIED mm

THURSDAY IS STUDENT NITE - ADMISSION '1.00 WITH STUDENT I.D.

6

door performance site la
case of rain, the show will be
performed in the forum, Student Services Bldg
The presentation at sponsored by Theatre Unbound
Performances are free and
open to the public

",n
SI
sa
\<t

ACROSS
EatMtti
\ Nsnkeieer.
Mai.hrd
Anrirni (irerk

\

352-5128

STADIUM

It at an interesting «
pertence. If you aren't doing
anything today between 2
and S p.m., try following a
fnafcr around campus.
The procession will lead
the audience from the central campus area to an out-

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

11

RENTAL OFFICE: FALCON PLAZA MOTEL OFFICE

with only one exposure.
Some of the dialogue was
boring and too repetitive but
the production has some
very
Imaginative
things
going for it, particularly the
temptation and begatting
scenes.

come to the

Now Leasing Summer and Fall

AL-LYN APARTMENTS

across physically.
The
ceremony
was
generally
interesting
to
watch, but I didn't think the
idea was as clearly expressed as it might have
been.
But
then.
"The
Serpent" is not the kind of
show I expect to understand

American tourists prowl Eton

Buckeye House
Mt. Vernon

CALL
352-9378

for

THE TEXT did not call
for any complex characterization from the actors
but rather for the ability to
express emotion noo-verbally and to get an idea

BIRCHWOOD PLACE

MODEL OPEN

sky

REWARD- Lost lacrosse
equipment on May 20 near
Ice Arena, green bag
gloves, helmet, arm pads.
sweat suits, uniform, shoes,
etc. Inili.Tin marked
Columbus Lacrosse Club
No 342. 33 Worth more to
me than anyone else, all or
part
Contact Mickey
Cochrane

AKRON - CANTON with the
STONEGATE CO Starling
salary of SS00 per month
Interviews held on Thurs .
May 24 at 10 am. II am. I
pm. or 3 30 pm at
Placement Office in Student
Services Building
Sailing Instructor and Dog
Matter Toledo CC SB3411 Ask for manager
Sales help wanted- full or
part time 11000 a month
possible Own hrs Reply
name 4 phone number. Opportunity.' PO Box 331.
Fremont. Oh .43410

RIDES
THE STORY OF THE FOUKE A/IOIMSTEF,

NOW OPEN FULL TIME FOR YOUR
MOVIE UNDER THE STARS FUN!

Need ride to Buffalo for
Memorial holiday
Can
leave early Friday morning
Will pay Kathy.2 3200
SERVICES OFFERED
Student needs work sum
Babystl-hswk 371-5711

THUR IS STUDENT NIGHT ADMISSION • 1 00 WITH I.D.

Summer job. men 4 women
Part-time only Apply in
person al Stadium Cinema I
and 11
Any girl needing a summer
job. 400 W Elm St. North
Baltimore. M F I 4 30. B7-

an

HELP WANTED
LYRIC AUTO has moved lo
the country South on I' S 25
lo Kramer Rd Turn left
Fung VW 4 American
cars Same phone. 352 7031

They challenged
the best of
the sporting world
... with a
no'count hound!

Phi Taui. Xi'i. and Schlm
on ice- We II drink idrankl
lo that1 Thanx (or a really
great tea'
Blue Ice with Syd Scott and
the Squids LIVE al
Founders Caf Monday. May
31 t-10pm FREE
WANTEDYes
al
FOTTENBOTTEN S
INN
this summer- downtown
Wtlloughby, eail of
Cleveland
PAGUAIS IS CLOSED
MONDAY 4 TUESDAY
REGULAR HOURS REST
OF WEEK
Happy list birthday. Janet
Hope it's the best ever
Hawk
Congratulations Jan and
Sugarbear on your Delt
lavalier The brothers of
Delta Tau Delta
Jo Ann- Ge( PSYCHED (or a
FLAMIN weekend with Dr
Weena Love ABSSuurrs
Methodist Church in
Portage tone block wetl of
Ihe stoplight i will serve
homemade food including
homemade
strawberry
shortcake 4 homemade
icecream on Memorial Day
from 5pm 7pm Bring your
date (or a line meal

NEEDED FOR SUMMER
HELP FULL OR PART

PER WEEKEND
Fee
tncludcs lull insurance 4
extras tanues Leasing
I'errvsburg 174-3279

72 360 Kawasaki Enduro
Escellenl cond 372 4*34

APARTMENTS
RENT 3S2 9371

71 Yamaha ZM Enduro
Eicellent cond Call 2 4*34

Furn house 4 (urn apt for
sum and or fall Ph 352
OKI after I

Must sell. 17 Honda 300
Call 352 0H5
IOISO Mobile home H00 or
beat offer Must sell (tt3791 alter 6

For sale cheap living accomodallon 13x50 mobile
home on nice, large lot
Avail Aug or Sept 352 72S5
72 Opel 1900 staltonwagon
FM stereo system Best
offer Ph 353-ISM
M VW Bug Deluie NEW
TIRES
REBUILT TOP
END 1750 3529H2 after
torn
MMG-Bconvt 1750 or best
offer call 352 0S42

APARTMENTS
RENT 3W937I

Wanted lo real 1 bdrm apt
AC for sum qtr Cat owner
Call collect .1**1 7934

HMKIMB'

Female needs an apt
August and Sepl 1-45*1

TtamcouH
[c>
hMM«l>niW10,.li M

lor

HELP WANTED
Waitress wanted- Pagliai s
Putu Apply in person. 1004
S Maun
SUMMER JOBS available
lor men 4 women ts
TOLEDO
CLEVELAND

FOOTBALL STAD NO
PHONE CALLS. PLEASE
SUMMER JOBS available
lor men 4 women is
TOLEDO.
CLEVELAND.
AKRON-CANTON, with the
STONEGATE CO Starting
salary of tbOO per month
Interviews held on Thurs
May St at IS am. II am. I
pm. or 1 30 pm at
Placement Office in Student
Services Bldg
PERSONALS

I tm to sublet furs, hst
Own bdrm clot*, call SU-

Apu for summer 4 (aU
rental
Special summer
rates I block to campus
Apply Hamblin Cleaner) or
call 3S3-4J71 before S pm or
353-3143 alter Ipm

LARGE 1 BDRM APTS
FOR 4 STUDENTS NEAR
TOWERS PH 352 7346

Beautiful 1*7* Champion
121*0 Redelurt. washer 4
dryer Air cond 1-H5-0.71

3 females needed for 4-man
neat year Access to heated
pool Call 352 735*

String Baas US* Call Jim.
351-5704

4-person apt
f IS mo summer. S230 mo -fall 522
S Main

Water Bed

w. frame

3 bdrm house- I M from
campus Rm w kit 4 1
bdrm apl sum 4 neat fall
87S21S9

Available fall 4 summer
leaaes Close to campus
Phone 352 1973 353- SKI

Female looking for female
roommaleisi lo share apl
that summer Call Sherry
371-4SU

New (irla 1 speed Mcycle
mutt sell, paduatutg 154-

Apia 4 nouses tor summer
only 351-12S1 before «pen.

Needed I sublease! lor apl
at 0 S U June 24-Sept IS
Info call MM

7 rm house w/w carpet. 1
trod Iota, garage 115 200

New Kg Si

Teachert. grad students
young working people- furn
2 bdrm apt tor summer
Ph 352-lltl mornings

Rasters needed lo sublet
house thta summer Eicellent location 4 bedroom*
Call 352 02S3

1 bdrm
furn
married
couple 1140 mo Openings
Just 15430 Sepl I Ph K2-

Good used gas stove- 207
3I7S allert

Waned Female to live on
Suih Street fall quarter
only call 372 loot

4-man apl lo sublet June
rent free 352 7700

TIME STADIUM VU
I need graduation tickets
Please call Rick al 35i*»l4

Apl to sublease sum Pool
352S5S6

FOR

Dancing, singing, jamming,
cramming with The Blue
Ice Syd Scott and the
Squids t-10 pm Monday
May 2S Founders til
FOR SALE

Student room M- summer 4
fall
Kitchen, private
entrance rec rm 3 block
from Umv Ph 352 sou

Apia and rooms for sum 4
(all Near campus Ph JS2

FOR RENT

1 or 2 F miles needed lor
sum house 1 block from
campus, own bdrms
MS mo illt tl 2 F . 3541304

REST ACROSS FROM

FOR

72 Honda 350 MOO Kevin 2

CM

Congratulations Sue and Log
on your engagement Its
about tune Hawk

GIRLS

WANTED

'' WALT DISNEY

""Biscuit

Susie Congrats on making
Pommcreltea Way lo go*
Love. Nancy. Nightie. Ann.
andConnte

SUJ
AM-FM S-lrack recorder
*ilh speakers 152 SMI

CAMPINC'
71 MOTOR HOMES AND
TRAVEL TRAILERS
TRAVEL TRAILERS- S4*

Greenview Apartments
SUMMER 4 FALL leases
available 1 bdrm . i bdrm .
4 elf available Special
summer rales Call Ssl-lIM
or stop by
APARTMENTS
RENT 351-1371

FOR

3 bdrm partly lurn apt
Summer sublet 1 oiks frm
campus Avail Jurat 1. 3537H7
Wanted Housemalein now
and or through summer
Nice situation :
WAYNE APARTMENTS
152 5*57 352 35**
NORTH GROVE
APARTMENTS
1BED FURN
4 MANS*}(SEA
Pets Accepted
l'al]S5J-5Stl

Thursday. May 24, 1973, Tha BG N«wi/ Fog. 7

Richardson approved by Senate
WASHINGTON (AP) ■
Elliot L. Rfcfaardaoa, the
Niion adirurustxaUon'i welltraveled trouble-shooter.
received
overwhelming
Senate approval yesterday
to be Use new attorney
general
The action (reed the
special
Watergate
prosecutor to begin business

officially
Richardson's
confirmation, by a vote of 82-3. gave
him bis third top Cabinet
post under Nixon.
Richardson
has been
secretary of Health.
Education and Welfare and
Secretary of Defense. He
also served as undersecretary of State.

EARLIER IN the day.
Richardson
had
been
approved unanimously by
the Senate Judiciary
Committee.
His Senate approval
amounts to a green light for
Archibald Cox. the man
named by Richardson as
special
Watergate
prosecutor. As one of his

first acts. Cox bad planned a
meeting with the regular
prosecutors who have been
pursuing the Watergate case
for 11 months
Yesterday
morning.
President Nixon met with
Republican
congressional
leaders at the White House
and sought to reassure them
personally that be had no

Liberal studies degree viewed
For students who think
existing degree programs
don't meet their needs,
there is an alternative-the
Bachelor of Liberal Studies
(BLSI program
The program is "designed
to fulfill career goals and interests which cannot normally be fulfilled by
following the existing major
and minor programs." said
G
Lee Caldwell. BLS
advisor
The program is houses in
the College of Arts and
Sciences, with 128 students
currently enrolled. Fortyseven students the
first
group to complete the program-graduated in June.
1972. Caldwell said He said
56 BLS students have

N.w.ph.i. by Corl SoU
The Shakespeare Memorial Tree in front of
University Hall is a replacement for the original
memorial tree which was planted on April 22,
1921, but died of Dutch Elm disease in 1967.

Tree tributes Shakespeare
Why is the Shakespeare
Memorial Tree-which supposedly celebrated its 52nd
birthday last month only
about luitfi Mil■■
Sunply tx 'use it s not the
original
The original tree, an
English Elm. was planted in
front of the causeway
between the Science Bldg
now
Moaeley
Hall and
University Hail on April 22.
1921
The planting was done
amidst a minuet performed
by a women s physujl
education class to pay tri-

bute to the Shakespearean
tradition
The stone marker was
placed in Iront of the tree in
1939
But 1 he tree died of Dutch
Klin disease in 1967

The tree's death did not
mark the end of the
Shakespearean tradition,
however
(In (HI ;l 1967. a 10-foot
rw.111ihl.il Oak was donated
by Ms I' ( Kohl, donor of
the original tree Members
of the Bowling Green
Shakespeare Hound Table

Club were present for the
dedication
The tree is expected to
reach a height of 60-70 feet

Car Wash

applied for graduation next
month
Caldwell said the BLS program is suited to a student's
future career goal: offers
flexibility to explore various
areas, without requiring a
concentration in one area;
and provides an alternative
for the student who changes
his career objective in the
junior or senior year.
IF A STUDENT Is to be
accepted into the program,
he must have a course plan
that is a positive program
for his career goals, he said
The program is not for the
student who doesn't know
what he wants to do. he
added
The program "is only as
good as the student's selection of course work."
Caldwell said.
Enrollment in the program is encouraged only if it
is in the student's best in
terests. he said The student
must not be trying merely to
dodge requirements
Using the program to
avoid language or science
requirements "cheapens the
program and then it is not in
their best interest," Cald-

well said
"I HOPE that we'll have
fewer students trying, to
dodge requirements because
of the new language
options." he added
A student must complete
at least 45 credit hours with
a 20 accumulative grade
point average prior to formal admission to the
program
BLS students may take no
more than 40 credit hours

from one department They
may include, if desired, up
to 30 hours credit in non- Arts
and Sciences courses.
BLS graduates have concentrated in social work,
prelaw.
art
and
photography, environmental
studies, pre-dentistry and
urban studies programs.
Caldwell said
He said the heaviest
concentration seems to be in
social sciences, humanities,
science and mathematics.

Development club meeting set
The Child and Kamily Development t'lub will meet today
at 5 30 p m. in the Living Center. Home Kconomics Bldg
A speaker from Headstart will talk on the developmental
aspects of the Headstart program Members are reminded
to bring their dues
The meeting is open to all interested persons

MEMENTO PLATES

involvement in the web of
Watergate scandals.
The 22 GOP congressmen
and senators responded with
a standing ovation But
Senate
Minority Leader
Hugh Scott (R-Pa ) said
later he thought that Niion
"could nave been more
vigilant'' in spotting the
Watergate coverup
IN ANOTHER develop
ment. James R. Schlesinger.
director of the Central Intelligence Agency I CIA),
said be believes there was a
combination of
poor
judgment by CIA officials

who became involved in the
Watergate developments
and over-sealousness by
White House aides
In a statement issued
Tuesday. Niion said that
shortly alter the Watergate
breakin. be was informed of
the possibility that there
was CIA involvement.
Nixon said at that time be
was concerned that the investigation of the burglary
of the Democratic National
Committee headquarters
could, then, uncover covert
CIA activities unrelated to
the breakin

The Sisters of

OMEGA PHI ALPHA
wish to congratulate
their new actives
Vickie Chamberlin
Debbie Parrot
Sandy Rogers
Pam Shankman
Barb Skeens
Cindy Warnke

Cathy Coan
Carol Petti
Diane Schlegel
Sharon Shawer
Sandy Smith
Jan Williams

Marge Wolf

Your Draperies Should
By Professionals

have arrived at

VATAN'S

fQi

rhat'l why you should
send them to LONG'S for
lliat special Decorator
hold type finishing

#■

GULF
gas
15 gal. Free wash
10 gal. .50
5 gal. .75

1000 S. MAIN

WASH SHIRTS
BOX OR HANGERS
STU.L 35' EACH

RAIN CHECK

$500.00 Per Month
SUMMER WORK
Men and Women
Stonegate Co of Cleveland. Toledo and Akron-Canton will interview students from these
• summer |obs on Thursday. May 24th at the Placement Office, Room 360 of
Student Services Building This is a full time summer job with starting salary of $500 per
month This is NOT door to door selling or canvassing of any type but a car or access to one
is necessary Possible college credits available to Business Majors Excellent opportunities
available lor 80 students
Place Room 360 Student Services Building
Dale Thurs May 24
Times 1000. 1100. 1:00 4 3:30

UNI

A perfect remembrance gift
of B.G.S.U. for graduating
seniors. Plates made exclusively for Vatan's in Denmark of Prout Chapel, Bowling Green State University.
ALSO TROPHY, PLAQUE
AND ENGRAVING

Please come to Placement Office to sign up

109 N. MAIN

Domino's

Rifll
DISCOUNT
DRUG STORES
CURITY

COTTON BALLS
OSMETIC USE AND BABY CAREl
BAG OF 300
MFG. LIST 94'
GRAY'S EVERYDAY
LOW PRICE 83'

NOW 49<

Call Between

3SJ-S112

rVOOSTER ST.

pnoNf 352-7248

BODY ALL
POWDER SPRAY FOR
ANY PART OF BODY
8 0Z
MFG. LIST '1.98
GRAY'S EVERYDAY
LOW PRICE '1.49

NOW'l19
HALF AND HALF
PIPE TOBACCO

LANOI IN ENRICHED
10 OZ
MFG. LIST '1.49
GRAY'S EVERYDAY
LOW PRICE '1.06

14 0Z. TIN
MFG. LIST '1.69
GRAY'S EVERYDAY
LOW PRICE '1.62

NOW 79'

11-5:00 and Receive

1616 E

.„„

BABY OIL

JOHNSONS

Lunch Time Special

\.

NOW $126

ALBERTO

BORN FREE

3 Free Cokes with any large or
1 Free Qt. Coke with any small
Pizza

PROTEIN SHAMPOO

Call Domino's Now for Lunch — 352-5221

NOW 75 C

DRY. NORMAL. OILY
; 0Z
MFG. LIST "1.35
GRAYS EVERYDAY
LOW PRICE '1.09

The Pizza People. Period
Oiler good only between II am

5pm

SOUTH SIDE 6
carry-out
This week's special:

Pepsi 32 oz. returnable bottles

5/$ 1.00

and deposit

Offer good thru Sunday, May 27th

737 S. MAIN
Ph. 352-8639

Hrs. Weekdays 9 a.m. • 11 p.m.
Fri. & Sat. 9 a.m. - 12 p.m.
Sunday 9 a.m.- 11p.m.

39* BAG
OF ^^HIPS
wi-th-He purchase of a
regular Stfb
TO YbUfc. DooRoRiMTr* S10*E.
TOWtTE AT

PMLIAIS
lw^S.fAAtW,e.G. FREEPEUVCRY PH.352-7571

VASELINE
INTENSIVE CARE
CREAM
6 OZ JAR
MFG. LIST '1.29
GRAY'S EVERYDAY
LOW PRICE '1.03

NOW 79'
K0DAC 35MM
PX 135-20

BLACK & WHITE
FILM
MFG. LIST 95'
GRAY'S EVERYDAY
LOW PRICE 90-

NOW 59c

ELECTRA AM RADIO
PHONOGRAPH
7 TRANSISTOR, SOLID
STATE AC-DC. 2 STEED
REGULAR '19.99

NOW J15» 9
3 PAC SPIRAL
NOTEBOOKS
FASHION DESIGNED
REGULAR '1.77

NOW 99<
DESENEX
ANTIFUNGAL
FOOT POWDER
6 0Z AEROSOL CAN
MFG. LIST '1.98
GRAYS EVERYDAY
LOW PRICE '1.59

NOW $1»

Specials thru Sunday - Rights to limit Quantities
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Kent, EMU could repeat
■yltaaCMMdar
There's more bad newt for
Bowling Green's track
jquad.
which
was
unsuccessful (fourth place)
in IU attempt to defend iu
only Mid-American Conference (MAC) track and
field crown, won in U7I at
Toledo
Hardier Dave Peg ley. who
qualified for the national* in
the 110-yard tug hi. will rest
kit pulled left hamstring the
remainder of the season.
And, unless the FsJcoos
come up with some replacements for stalwart seniors
Ted Farver. Tracy Elliott,

Soccer meeting
There will be a varsity
soccer meeting Tuesday.
May 29. in 200 Memorial
Hall
Coach Mickey Cochrane
said all interested soccer
candidates are welcome

SUva Daaforth. Dave
Wattle and Jeff Booms.
Keat State and new MAC
l the top two
outdoor teams In the 1*74
Of the champion Flashes
top f oar point get ten kt laat
week's MAC meet at
Whittaker Track- Gersld
Tiaker,
Jacques
Accambray. BUI Mason and
LM Turner-only Turner
will graduate.
AOOMLMNG to Eastern
Michigan
Sports
Information Director John
Fountain, the Hurons should
be strong again, too. despite
the Iota of all-Americani
Tony Nelson and Gordon
Minty
Nelaon. a Canadian
Olympian, won the MAC
high hurdles while Minty
won the sis-mile and threemile, along with a second
place in the mile.
However, Eastern will
still have all-purpose

Vivian leaves
big void fo fill
By Fred R Orilks
The man who was almost single-handedly responsible for
i In meteoric rise of Bowling Cireen hockey is gone. To assay
John K I Jack) Vivian's loss to a team that for the last four
years has played and beaten some of the nation's better
clubs is eireedingly difficult
It is doubtful that few men could have accomplished wh.u
Jack did here But it is generally agreed that he has a unique
hockey talent when it comes to organizing and coaching.
One nri-tl - only to examine his record. Vivian. 32, chalked
up a 112-62-iu record over six seasons (two as head of the
club team before it turned varsity in 1M0). But the
significance of Vivian's impact at Bowling Green is not
necessarily mirrored in his won-loss record
FROM THE FIRST day be took over as coach at BG it
was Jack's contention that if his club was to go anywhere in
collegiate hockey, it would have to schedule nationallyknown teams, sufler Irom early failures and learn from the
experiences
"To become the best you must play the best," was
Vivian's credo

Opinion
In that first varsity season of 18*9-70. BG lost six of its 12
games to such nationally-prominent teams as Denver,
( l.irksun. If l'l and Providence
Then on Jan 8. 1971. Vivian and his young upstarts sent
shock waves around the country be beating the then No. 2
rated team in the nation, Clarkson. 7-4. The arduous
scheduling trend continued Despite being underdogs in
many games. Bowling Green always came away with a
winning season
BUT HIS scheduling strategy backfired last season.
Vivian ran his still young team through an opening season
gauntlet ol Notre Dame, Lake Superior Slate, New
Hampshire and Michigan Tech with five of the opening eight
games on the road
It proved to be one of the eventual downfalls of the team.
li failed in six ol the opening eight tests. Vivian admits
it was probably one of his biggest mistakes. Of course, hindsight is always 20-20.
Despite having on paper what was called his best team.
Vivian suffered land believe me. he suffered) through 15
losses in the (irsi 20 games In the last weekend of the
season the team finally landed on its feet by winning the
t'CHA Tournament in a sensational turnabout and finished
with a 16-19 overall record.
MIDWAY THROUGH that nightmarish year. Vivian was
saying privately that he might rot return next season-with
due reason
He was unfairly showered with criticism from the home
fans. but. no matter what he did to get things turned around,
the team would not respond.
Eventually, dissension was just another of the many
problems he had to contend with His disenchantment with
i i HA officials on their lack of organization and cooperation
made hun only more chagrined.
So. when he had the chance to fulfill his life-long goal of
being a big league general manager, it did not surprise me
in the least when he accepted the position with the Cleveland
Crusaders
To be sure. Vivian's decision to leave Bowling Green was
not hasty It had to be extremely hard for him to depart the
team he built Irom scratch-especially at this point in the
program
Next season might be the one Vivian had been pointing to.
A year's experience for last season's outstanding rookie
crop plus another good year of recruiting could put the
Falcons closer to the goal of getting an NCAA tournament
bid
ALSO, WITH THE adaption of a league commissioner, the
CCHA looks like it will become the kind of conference
Vivian moaned for long and loud At least it appears to be
heading in that direction.
But all that is behind hun now, and be will turn his efforts
to building the Crusaders, who recently finished their
maiden season in the new World Hockey Association.
Cleveland owner Nick Mileti. the energetic Bowling
Green alumnus who has long had Vivian in the back of his
mind, would have a difficult time finding a man with more
character.
After working with Vivian for three seasons, the one thing
1 can say about Jack is that he is one of the most sagacious
and dynamic individuals I have ever met. Most importantly,
he is his own man. an attribute a GM must possess. He is not
afraid to make a decision and stand by it.
The man who replaces Jack Vivian will have to fill a big
void-not only from a tangible standpoint such as coaching,
but also from an intangible standpoint such as character and
class.
If there is one thing Jack lacks, it Isn't the latter.

sophomore Stan Vinson.
league fittest In the 440 and
triple Jump, and secondye«r dkstanre runner Tom
Hollander (third in the sismite, fourth in the threemile I around which to build
its team
Fountain said Eastern
should have a heckuva
team for indoor track" In
1174.
THE HURONS aren't bad
In cross country, either.
Eastern was third In the
MAC last faU and Minty will
be back to defend his
individual championship, as
well as compete in the
indoor season.
The la-year old junior
from Worcester, Mass., is
originally from London,
England He was a toolmaker's apprentice for five
years in London, but that
didn't deter his running
habits, which began when be
was 13.
The colorful Minty. clad In
Eastern's green shirt and
orange shorts, and sporting
green Adidas, reminded one
of the other great green
Adidas flash, BG i Mr Golf
Cap. Wottte.
Minty gave the Falcon's
ace a good race in the mite,
but Wottle's kick carried
him past the burryin' Huron.
Wottte clocked a 4 02.45 to
Minty s 4:03.56.
A STRANGE contrast is
the mental preparation of
the two middle distance
runners. Wottte is notorious
for training conscientiously.
Minty, however, said he
rarely "psyches up" for a
race, never goes to bed
early, and still sips a few

beers the night before a
race.
Only the fact that Eastern
u Hill on NCAA probation
will keep Minty from
nationnl
outdoor
competition in Baton Rouge,
La .June 7 9
Wottte, on the other hand.
who has run bis last race
before BG fans, u qualified
to run the M0 and mite at the
National Collegiate Athletic
Association (NCAA), the
two events be won three
times In the MAC championships. That's a league
record, of course.
He said although his mite
and M0 victories last
Saturday was the easiest
double he's ever bad
because of his conditioning
and running before the home
crowd, "I'm through with
doubling."
Wottle said he will
probably run only the mite in
the NCAA.

In action last weekend

Female Falcon squads fared well
The women's lacrosse
team finished a successful
season last weekend at Ohio
University as the BG
stickers won both games at
the Midwest Lacrosse
Association Tournament.
BG ended at 7-1 with a 13-1
victory over a team of
players from the other competing Midwest schools, and
an 8-3 win over Wittenburg
College.
Ginny McGee led the first

Lightvoet earned No. 1
By Daa GariteM
Staff Writer
"I'm proud of Tom's
singles championship this
year," coach Bob Gill said
of senior Tom Lightvoet's
first singles tennis
championship in the MidAmerican Conference
(MAC) tournament. "It was
his determination that won
it."
For the last two years.
Lightvoet has fought a painful battle with ulcerative
colitus. an energy-sapping
illness.
"All through the season, 1
was hoping that Lightvoet's
health would hold up." Gill
said.
At the beginning of the
season, Lightvoet wasn't
worried about his illness.
"It was there all the time,
but it wasn't quite as bad as
last year. I had to put up
with it all year, though."
Lightvoet said.
LAST YEAR, Lightvoet
encountered bis first bout
with ulcerative colitus prior
to the MAC championships.
After going 9-4 at first singles, and 8-4 in first doubles
competition, Lightvoet lost
to champion John Lamerato
of Western Michigan in his
first singles tournament
semi-finals match
In the doubles matches,
Lightvoet and Bill Oudsema
lost in the semi-finals to
champions Ken Daniels and
Dave Brown of Miami.
This year, Lightvoet
ripped the league apart,
taking six of his seven MAC
singles matches. He lost to
Toledo's Ken Brown on the
last day of the regular
season, finishing 11-4 overall, and 4-1 In the league

Pace-setters

Gordon Minty of Eastern Michigan and Dava Wottte of Bowling Groan wars
•wo of the lop start of last week • confaronca track meat. Wottte nipped Minty
in this race, the mite run. Both Wottte and Minty war* double winners at the
league championships.

At first doubles, Lightvoet
and Tim Hoover registered a
5-4 record. In the first round
of the doubles tourney, the
BG paid dropped a straightsets decision to Western's
dynamic-duo of John and
Tony Lamerato.
IN THE first singles
playoffs this year. Lightvoet
started out slowly, winning
in three sets over Kent's
Denny Burns.
In semi-final action
against John Lamerato,
Lightvoet revenged last
year's loss to Lamerato,
winning 7-6, 2-4,7-5.
Lightvoet favors a fast
court, one that is smooth
like the painted blacktop
courts at the Ice Arena. He
had to settle for the rough
asphalt inside courts of
Toledo's Laurel Hills, but
beat Miami's Daniels. 7-4. 57.7-5.
Lightvoet ends a four-year
reign here with 41 singles
victories to bis credit. He
tallied 34 in doubles competition

victory with seven goals.
Holly Spittler. Karen Kaul
and Marti Sinnreich also
scored McGee was lop
scorer in the Wittenburg
triumph with four tallies.
Sinnreich bad three goals
and Spittler added one.
At the Midwest tourney
BG had three first-team
selections and one honorable
mention for the Midwest allstar teams that will compete
at the United States
Women's Lacrosse Association (USWLA) national
tournament in Weston.
Mass.. this weekend.
Patti Follansbee and
Janet Wuarve were selected
to play with the Midwest 1
team as goal keeper and

point, respectively McGee
earned the first home position and Sinnreich was
named honorable mention
right attack wing on the
Midwest II squad
THE TENNIS team came
in third in the women's state
intercollegiate tennis
tournament at Ohio State
after finishing second to
Ohio State last year
The Buckeyes won the
tourney again and Ohio
Wesleyan slipped past the
Falcons into second place
First singles Pat Stager
lost in the quarter-finals is
OSU's Kay Koraleski. the
eventual runnerup. 6-0. 6-0.
6-2.

Second singles Amy
Longley lost in the first
round to Wooster's Mary
Randall. 6-0. 6-1
BG s first doubles team
was runnerup for the second
year in a row. Seeded first
this year. Janet Wonderleigh
and Pam Dean lost in the
finals to the OSU tandem of
Carol Phillips and Diane
Linn. 5-7. 6-2.7-4.
The second doubles team
of An
Smith and Sue
rlolinsoii lost in the semi.in..is to Wonderleigh and
Dean, 5-7. 6-2. 6-2

Ohio State won and Miami
was second. Michigan State,
Ball State. Oberlin, Ohio
University and Wayne State.
respectively, trailed the
Falcons
Laurie McVicker placed in
three events for BG. She
took first in the long jump
(16' V). and second in the
100 (12 1) and 220 (27 9)
Stanene Strouss was first
in the 200 meter hurdles with
a 30 7 seconds clocking, and
Linda Helmick was second
in the javelin with a toss of
87'3"

TH- I HACK, team nt
third at the Buckeye Invitational track meet last
Saturday at Ohio State

The next track meet is at
BG Saturday. May 24,
against Ohio State and
Michigan State

BG News Sports World
Hammer in' Hank Aaroa slammed his 12th round tripper of
the year Tuesday night during the Atlanta Braves' 7-3 loss to
the San Francisco Giants. Aaron's blast was the 685th
homer of his career leaving him 29 behind Babe Ruth's
record of 714.
The Boston Bruins of the National Hockey League (NHL)
obtained goalie Giltes Gilbert In a trade Tuesday with the
Minnesota North Stars for center Fred Staafley
Center GU Perraolt of the Buffalo Sabres was named
winner of the NHL s Lady Byng Memorial Trophy Tuesday
as the player who best combines sportsmanship with a high
standard of playing ability.
The 22-year-old Perrault. the seventh center in eight
years to capture the honor, collected 118 points in balloting
among members of the Professional Hockey Writer's
Association in the 14 NHL cities. He earned a 24-point
margin over last year's winner, Jean Ratelle of the New
York Rangers, who had M points.
Lance Reatsel. already on probation in Texas for indecent
exposure, was sentenced Tuesday in Los Angeles to 90 days
in jail, a $2,000 fine and three years probation on charges of
possessing marijuana.
Superior Court Judge William Caldecott stayed the

sentence of the Los Angeles Rams' 29-year-old wide
receiver pending appeal Rentxel contends police illegally
searched his Hollywood apartment last January when they
reported finding drugs.
A professional tennis league was formed Tuesday and
George MaeCall, non-playing captain of three U.S. Davis
Cup teams, was named commissioner The new league.
World Team Tesste. will have franchises in 16 cities.

\i BLOCK FROM CAMPUS

RIDGE MANOR APARTMENTS
519 Ridge St.
• 2 bdrm. furnished apts.
• Fully carpeted
• Laundry Facilities

INTERVIEWS FOR SUMMER
INTERVIEWS WILL BE TAKEN FOR WAITRESS, BARMAID AND BARTENDERS AND KITCHEN HELP FOR
ALPINE CLIFF HOUSE, PORT CLINTON, OHIO.
MR. HOWARD EATON WILL BE INTERVIEWING THURS.,
MAY 24th AT 7 P.M., PETTI ALPINE VILLAGE,
DOWNTOWN BOWLING GREEN.
APPLICATION WILL BE FOR THE SUMMER SEASON.

Winthrop Terrace
LOW LOW LOW
SUMMER RATES
1 BEDROOM — 220/qtr.
2 BEDROOM — 250/qtr.
2 BEDROOM
2 BATH — 270/qtr.
Rates Based On 2 People
OFFICE AT 400 NAPOLEON RD.
Ph. 352-9135

AIR CONDITIONED APTS.
AVAILABLE

$130 per month
Summer Rate
(Occupancy ! 4 Persons)

CALL 352-0717
or 352-7660

CHERRY HILL VILLAGE
Furnished 2 Bedroom
Suites
only $65
(based on 4 person occupancy)

803 & 815, 8th St.
• 2 bdrm. furnished apts.
• Fully carpeted
• Laundry facilities

$100 per month
Summer Rate
(Occupancy 1-4 Persons)

Call 352-0717
or 352-7660

• Facilities include

•
•
•
•
•

1V2 baths
Wall to Wall Carpeting
Central Heat and A/C
Patio Grills
Indoor Pool
Contact Our Rental Agent at
741 High St.
352-6248
Hrs. 10-12,1-5, 711 Ev.ryday but Wed.

Bates and Springer inc.

